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Abstract
Programming languages are not uniformly perceived by the software engineering community: some are respected, others are hated, some have a devoted following, others are viewed as a necessary evil. However, is it true that using some languages on a regular basis or even being exposed to them to a significant extent, can harm coders’ minds? Can a programming language be blamed for limiting a software engineer’s ability to form proper abstractions, communicate them to other members of the programming social unit, choose correctly among tools, techniques and constructs within the solution spaces, and altogether for boosting or ruining an engineer’s career? If we knew, we could ensure language designers use methods that are least harmful when making new libraries, protocols and domain-specific languages. In this paper we raise a number of questions concerning language safety and design sociotechnical experiments to answer them.

CCS Concepts  • Human-centered computing → Computer supported cooperative work; • Software and its engineering → Software development techniques; Programming teams; • Social and professional topics → Computing literacy;
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1 Introduction
In robotics and similar domains, people often focus on the concept of safety, defined as avoiding software systems doing harm to humans [33]. Most of the time the harm is understood as physical harm: robots crushing human bodies, falling on people, electrocuting, etc. Such safety considerations are a big part of research and development in many areas such as smart houses [53] or agriculture [34].

However, harm can also be mental: confusing humans, deceiving them, manipulating cannot and should not be considered appropriate behaviour for a robot, a program or any cyberphysical system. Some concerns are already being voiced, such as the Turing test (i.e., the goal of artificial intelligence defined as teaching computers to impersonate humans) being considered harmful for the future of artificial intelligence [30] and should be reframed and rephrased as amplification and complementation of human intelligence [8].

We port the concept of safety to the domain of software languages (mainly programming languages [3, 46, 77] and domain-specific languages [51, 66, 76]). Specifically, we would like to know, can software languages cause mental harm in some form to their users, and if yes, what factors influence it and how they can be avoided? By mental harm we will mean “more than minor or temporary impairment of mental faculties [such as] the inflicting of strong fear or terror, intimidation or threat” [32, §110], including disorders, disabilities and other lasting effects on one’s mental health beyond momentary fright or minor anxiety.

This paper presents a research agenda, formulates several research questions and sketches how experiments to answer them will be set up. Studies on psychological and anthropological aspects of programming are known to be challenging, some even argue whether programming is too complex to be studied in an experimental context altogether [75].

Technically, safety for robots can be implemented by adding a graceful degradation scheme to account for partial failures [1], which unfortunately does not for software languages, since having someone monitor programmers’ work and intervening whenever necessary, is highly unusual. We do not seriously count the role of the Scrum Master in some agile software development methodologies, whose work is to actively seek out and eliminate any impediments [68], since it is technically infeasible most of the time for a Scrum Master to change the software language in the middle of the project even if the entire team develops a mental illness.

2 Research Questions
The programming language community has already thoroughly studied questions like “what makes programs bad?”, beyond the obvious demands of functionality, adaptability and efficiency [75], covering subtle symptoms of possible present of future problems, called “smells” [24]. Smells in code are known to annoy programmers [52, 79] and make programs worse [24, 54, 78]. Smell detection projects are usually limited to one language or one comparison between two
chosen languages. There are studies on Swift [39], Java [19], JavaScript [21], Python [72], PHP [26]; extension languages like Java annotations [61], Excel formulae [31] or CSS stylesheets [48, 56]; natural languages used to describe software [29] or IDE usage patterns [13]. Yet, we formulate our first research question more sharply, since this particular issue has not been studied before:

**RQ0:** does using a particular software language make programmers write bad programs?

(The question has the number zero since in the following sections we do not plan to answer it: the experimental setup would be rather straightforward and can be purely technical and not involve any inter-disciplinary challenges. This puts it outside the scope of our project).

Next, it is important for us to establish that mental health and even mental state of a programmer is related to the quality of code the programmer produces. If there is no link, then striving to avoid causing mental harm by improper language design is a purely ethical question, otherwise it is also a financial one.

**RQ1:** what are noticeable differences between the code written by programmers in different mental states (e.g., a happy programmer and a sad programmer)?

How an experiment can be set up to answer RQ1, will be shown in § 3.1. Even if the null hypothesis dictates otherwise, our expectation is that the programmer’s state of mind indeed influences the quality of code (s)he is producing, since reading through bad code reinforces sadness and depression [5].

Next, we would like to be able to link languages with the mental state of programmers in those languages. It would be natural to assume that the more a programming language looks like a natural language, the stronger are the effects it is having on the mental state of its users that we can expect. Besides that, we know that “the folk language is related to symptom formation” [20], and the idioms people use to express themselves, are known to have direct consequence on their mental state. Hence, the same is expected for software languages, since each of those proposes special “idioms” to represent commonly encountered situations (branching, parallel execution, composite data structures, user authentication, visual layout, etc).

**RQ2:** is working in a particular language capable of making a programmer less happy or even depressed?

It has been postulated since the very early stages of computer science that “the tools we use have a profound (and devious!) influence on our thinking habits, and, therefore, on our thinking abilities” [16]. Nowadays there are some that go as far as to claim that all programming is inherently depressing [81]. There is neither general understanding nor estimation of how much exposure to a language is needed for the effects to be noticeable and observable, which is an obvious threat to be accounted for in the experimental setup, since most modern programming involves several languages.

PHP is one of the languages commonly targeted by the programming community as the bad language of bad programmers who write bad code—dozens of testimonies as well as constructive accusations can be found on Quora [38, 67]. The hatred and frustration is so deep that there are entire websites, updated regularly over the course of many years, primarily dedicated to explaining “things in PHP which make me sad” [74]. Admittedly, the situation causes some programmers to compare themselves to peers programming in other mainstream languages like Java and finding their prospects and career paths suboptimal in comparison, which can lead to frustration and depression [36]. Parts of the solution include finding alternative role models online (virtually meeting senior PHP developers), changing the work environment, as well as actually learning new languages and frameworks [36]. Interestingly, the last element is widely considered to be the responsibility of the programmer [65], which is unlike other professions (e.g., construction workers are not expected to learn how to use new equipment in their free time and make effort to convince their employer to purchase it; software construction workers are).

As a more positive example, there are people who first become diagnosed with psychological or psychiatric disorders due to non-programming issues in their lives, and then learn a new language which helps them overcome the illness. As an example case: a person with some C++ knowledge developed signs of depression, learnt programming JavaScript at Free Code Camp (online) and was entertained enough to eventually find a way to recover and address other issues in his life [4].

**RQ3:** does knowing a particular language cause direct harm in the sense of making a person a worse programmer?

Many years ago FORTRAN was claimed to “mentally chain” programmers to mistakes of past language designers [15]. Another well-known claim of the same era was that “it is practically impossible to teach good programming to students that have had a prior exposure to BASIC: as potential programmers they are mentally mutilated beyond hope of regeneration” [16]. Both claims are interesting in the sense that they seem to assume that once a language has been properly learnt, it is impossible (remains to be guessed: literally or figuratively) to “unlearn” its harmful patterns. If this is found to be true, it would mean exactly what we set to find out from the start: that languages can cause lasting mental harm and “break” programmers beyond repair. More recently, the focus has shifted to languages like PHP, which, reportedly, not only make people write bad code in that language, but leaves a mark when they “redeem themselves"
and switch to other languages and frameworks—even though there is no strong community consensus on this [38, 67].

| RQ4: does knowing a particular language cause indirect harm in the sense of making a person worse in communicating ideas and collaborating with others in the context of software creation? |

Programming is not a solitary activity and must be studied in the context of a programming social unit [75]. Programmers need to participate in sprints [68], pair programming sessions [7], code reviews [6], sometimes even discuss requirements with the clients and present a prototype solution to them. All these can be frustrating and mentally harmful, especially when reinforced by work and life habits of isolation and perfectionism [40, 45, 47] and can "dramatically increase the likelihood of clinical depression" [45].

There is some anecdotal evidence to be found in informal primary sources such as programmers’ blogs, and there are plenty of cases when programmers find out the hard way that the classic claim that learning more languages will make one a better programmer, is not necessarily true. For instance, learning Haskell can make a programmer demotivated since (s)he will start to notice potential errors everywhere in imperative and/or untyped code in other languages [55]. One can also find out painfully that nice good idioms learnt in one language, do not necessarily port well to other languages, making the code hard to explain to your peers and making it look obfuscated to them [55, 80].

Another aspect is that knowing languages that you consider good, and at the same time programming daily in languages you consider bad, can in itself be a source of sadness, frustration and depression. A question was asked at some point on Quora: “As a serious programmer, you taught yourself Haskell, Erlang and Prolog and loads more besides because you care. Do you get very depressed that most big liners and slowly move towards building up more serious applications. However, the assumption that this helps, is unsupported by psychological research that states that it is better to have a relatively stable (even if high) line count per solution than have a mix of snappy one-lines and lengthy boilerplate [75].

3 Experiments

3.1 Experimental Setup 1

To answer RQ1 and link the mental state of a programmer with the quality of the code produced, we will use controlled isolated environments and use mood priming and construct activation to introduce the bias, for which there are many known methods to choose from [63].

For example, group A will be welcomed warmly, their skills will be complimented and unexpected positive reinforcement given. Group B will receive a colder welcome and a demotivating introduction speech complaining about their skill level, and in general their expectations will deliberately be unmet. Then, programming tasks such as writing a piece of code to solve a problem or adjusting existing code to fix a bug, will be given, identical to each group, timed and collected for further investigation by code analysis techniques.

Other mental states can be measured similarly. To compensate for the (a priori unknown) initial state of mind of
3.2 Experimental Setup 2
To answer RQ2, we will combine techniques from the domains of mining software repositories and natural language processing. For each of the languages chosen for the experiment, we will collect corpora of texts representative of that language: documentation for the language itself as well as its libraries and utilities; posts from thematic discussion boards and StackOverflow tags; developer discussions in internal communication (email, slack), whenever available, as well as external communication (issue comments on the tracker); vocabularies used within the codebase for variable and method names; comments within the code; etc. These corpora should be prepared as isolated as technically possible—some languages such as HTML, CSS and JavaScript will be a challenge: their use is intertwined but typical representatives of developers in individual languages have vastly different background and self-perception. Having these corpora collected, we will apply known automated text-based emotion detection techniques [9, 43] to them and compare results.

Pyszczynski et al. show that internal focus is linked with depression [58]. In our context it means that in programming languages communities where it is more common to link programs and bugs to their authors, developers may be more self-focused and thus prone to depression.

3.3 Experimental Setup 3
To answer RQ3, we will rely on the large body of code in FLOSS (Free and Libre Open Source Systems) projects [59, 60], available in highly annotated form with information on authorship and collaboration on a daily basis spanning over decades. We will need to collect additional information from open source developers about what languages they know, and correlate that information with results of analysis of the code they create. Previously similar research initiatives were successful in seeking impact of developer turnover [23], social diversity [71], gender diversity [70], programming social unit size increases [56], prior social links [16], package popularity [62] and linguistic antipatterns [2] on software quality.

3.4 Experimental Setup 4
To answer RQ4, a similar setup can be used to research collaboration habits and collaboration patterns within clusters formed by projects of same/similar languages. Prior possibly related work in this direction includes cross-cultural collaborative learning [41] and research on social tension between what is better for the team versus what is better for the individual programmer [25]. To the best of our knowledge, the influence of the programming language has not yet been studied, but the influence of paradigms (e.g., Agile [42]) has.

It is known from psychological research that depressed people tend to be more negative towards people from their close circles and can behave in a default or even less negative way towards people from outside [64]. Thus, our expectations are to see similar negativity spikes within longer existing projects than across communities.

3.5 Experimental Setup 5
To answer RQ5, we will collect information with questionnaires on first languages learnt by programmers which code is available for analysis and whose careers are also measurable. As usual in such cases, the exact setup will feature blind assessors that will not know the first language when assessing the code and careers, and inter-assessor reliability will have to be calculated to rule out possible biases.

4 Threats to Validity
Defining and measuring the confounding factors will be a challenge. For instance, what if being depressed or having in a particular state of mind, has direct influence on the choice of the language?

Another interesting challenge is that, if programming is almost always depressing anyway [81], then we cannot simply trust opinions of randomly sampled programmers without diagnosing them. As an example, consider a case reported at the Open Sourcing Mental Illness Help boards [44]. A clinically depressed person with a schizophrenic parent anonymously asked how to learn programming. The first answers were, not unexpectedly, Python and Ruby. After receiving those, the original poster commented that (s)he already finished Codecademy’s courses on PHP, JavaScript, jQuery, CSS and HTML [44]. However, most mentally healthy and optimistic people who had done the same, would have already started to consider themselves programmers, and would not ask for more help to get there. In general, it is known that depressed people tend to put the blame of failures on themselves (e.g., “I have come to realize that I’m a terrible programmer” [12], or “my brain reminds me that I’m worthless and I end up giving up” [14]) and the credit for success on others [27, 57] (including external factors, such as the choice of the language).

5 Conclusion
We have combined expertise of the three authors on cognitive psychology, software safety and language design, respectively, to describe the problem of linking software languages with possibly harmful changes in the mental state of language users. Several research questions were formulated and motivated in § 2. Experimental setups were sketched in § 3 by leveraging prior research on related topics. We believe the problem stated above is relevant for team productivity, retention and turnover, as well as for the DSL creators.
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